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Background 
2014 TPECH Zhongxiao branch participated of Ministry of 

Health and Welfare(MOHW) entrusted to 

handle the program of『The Resource Center of Health 

education in Safety of Chinese medicine』. 

 

Purpose 
Actively promote cooperation with hospital inside and 

outside traditional Chinese medicine, Clinics, community 

pharmacy and institution school to upgrade citizens knowing 

correct and safety medical treatment knowledge and 

information. 

 

Method 
Implement Chinese medical treatment of Five Core 

competencies『Stop- Look –Listen-Choose-Use』 

advocacy. And also support a special phone line for 

Chinese medicine counsulting(02-27861288 ext.6003) in 

order to provide instant services for citizens. 

 

Results 
We nurtured sixty seed-teachers, program satisfaction over 

94.7%. Also carry out 44 times teaching conference, 

totally have 3499 citizens accepted health education. In the 

other hand,we found Taipei citizens of higher education 

level, elder age, also have experienced using Chinese 

herbal medicine in about 80% of these. The satisfaction 

results of outreach activities showed the accounting rate of 

being very satisfied is 96.1%, and almost all people are 

positive feedback.We found the utilization behavior of 

different area people are not the same, but there are 

significant improvement on medicine utilization behavior 

after intervention of pharmacists / doctors. In addition, we 

found the satisfaction and effectiveness of smaller health 

education activities are higher, although the homogeneity of 

survey is also higher. 

 

Conclusions 
Expectations deep roots community and hoping Chinese 

medicine correcting knowledge can deeply rooted in the  

people. 

Basal data of survey citizens 

Five Core competencies『Stop- Look –Listen-Choose-Use』 

Survey citizens basal data 

item   citizen(n=567)        % 

sex 
male 229 40.4% 

female 338 59.6% 

age 

<19 37 6.5% 

20~39 76 13.4% 

40~59 201 35.4% 

60~69 173 30.5% 

>70 80 14.1% 

education 

elementary/junio

r 
119 21.0% 

senior 212 37.4% 

Special school 

/University 
202 35.6% 

bachelor 28 4.9% 

doctor 2 0.4% 

others 4 0.7% 

satisfaction 

Pretty not satisfied 0 0.0% 

Not satisfied 0 0.0% 

none 22 3.9% 

satisfied 159 28.0% 

Very satisfied 386 68.1% 

Creative『game and tool』 

Education for『patient and student』 

Held a huge『Drug safety activities』and citizens education 

Celebrate a center of『Chinese medicine drug safety』build up 
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